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Elastic Domains Regulate Growth
and Organogenesis in the Plant
Shoot Apical Meristem
Daniel Kierzkowski,1* Naomi Nakayama,1* Anne-Lise Routier-Kierzkowska,1*
Alain Weber,1* Emmanuelle Bayer,2 Martine Schorderet,3 Didier Reinhardt,3

Cris Kuhlemeier,1 Richard S. Smith1†

Although genetic control of morphogenesis is well established, elaboration of complex shapes
requires changes in the mechanical properties of cells. In plants, the first visible sign of leaf
formation is a bulge on the flank of the shoot apical meristem. Bulging results from local
relaxation of cell walls, which causes them to yield to internal hydrostatic pressure. By
manipulation of tissue tension in combination with quantitative live imaging and finite-element
modeling, we found that the slow-growing area at the shoot tip is substantially strain-stiffened
compared with surrounding fast-growing tissue. We propose that strain stiffening limits growth,
restricts organ bulging, and contributes to the meristem's functional zonation. Thus, mechanical
signals are not just passive readouts of gene action but feed back on morphogenesis.

The plant shoot apical meristem is com-
posed of two regions, the slow-growing
central region, which contains the stem

cell niche, and the surrounding periphery, where
cells divide rapidly and new organs are initiated
(1–4). New organ primordia initiate at accumu-
lation points of the plant hormone auxin (5–7).
In addition to triggering gene regulatory path-
ways, auxin induces cell wall acidification (8),
which increases expansin activity (9) that mod-
ifies cross-links in the cell wall matrix. Disruption
of auxin signaling suppresses organ initiation,
which can be restored by the local application of
auxin (7, 10, 11). Bulging in the meristem flank
can also be triggered by local cell wall loosening
with expansin (12, 13) or pectin methyl-esterase
(PME) (14, 15). These bulges can develop into
normal organs, which suggests that a mechanical
signal is involved in primordium differentiation.
Additional support for mechanical signals in this
pathway comes from the recent hypothesis that
stress in the cell wall is the signal that orients the

microtubule network and the PIN-FORMED
1 (PIN1) auxin transporter (16, 17). Yet despite
the accumulating evidence for an instructive role
for mechanical signals in organogenesis, the me-
chanical properties of the shoot apex have only
recently begun to be explored (15, 18). Here, we
examine both the elastic and plastic properties of
the shoot apex and link them to growth dynamics.

Tomato vegetative shoot apices were imaged
at 11-hour intervals by confocal microscopy in
order to monitor their growth. Images were ana-
lyzed with MorphoGraphX (19) (Fig. 1) to com-
pute relative changes in cell surface area (Fig. 2).

Cell surface expansion was 25% on average in the
central region and between 45 and 80% on av-
erage in the periphery, depending on the stage of
development of the adjacent primordium. The
boundary region between the primordium and the
meristem displayed little growth. Our data closely
resembled growth patterns in other species (1–4).

In order to examine meristem material prop-
erties, we induced tissue deformation by mani-
pulating turgor pressure with osmotic treatments
usingmannitol and NaCl. Experiments started by
adapting the samples in solutions of 0.2 M os-
motically active molecules. Subsequent immer-
sion in hypo-osmotic medium (0 M) resulted in a
relative increase in total surface area of 6 T 2%
(n = 20). The treatment revealed regional dif-
ferences, with cells in the central and boundary
regions expanding less than those in the periph-
ery (Fig. 3B, fig. S1A, and fig. S2B). Deflation in
hyperosmotic solution (0.4 M) resulted in av-
erage shrinkage of 6 T 2% (n = 17). The relative
area decrease was high for cells at the apex
summit and variable on the flank (Fig. 3C, fig.
S1B, and fig. S2C). The effects were independent
of the type of osmolyte used. In order to distin-
guish between elastic and plastic deformations
resulting from hypo-osmotic treatments, we per-
formed sequential treatment with 0 M medium
followed by a return to 0.2M.Whereas the hypo-
osmotic treatment resulted in a 7 T 1% (n = 5)
total area increase, after returning to 0.2 M solu-
tion, the apices were irreversibly expanded by 2 T
1%. Therefore, the total expansion after an in-
crease in turgor pressure is primarily an elastic
response.

1Institute of Plant Sciences, University of Bern, Altenbergrain 21,
CH-3013 Bern, Switzerland. 2CNRS—Laboratoire de Biogenèse
Membranaire, UMR5200, 146 rue Leo Saignat, F-33076 Bor-
deaux, France. 3Department of Biology, University of Fribourg,
Chemin de Musée 10, CH-1700 Fribourg, Switzerland.

*These authors contributed equally to this work.
†To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
richard.smith@ips.unibe.ch

Fig. 1. Quantitative analysis of tissue deformation with MorphoGraphX (www.MorphoGraphX.org).
(A) Cell wall signal from the epidermal layer was projected onto a curved surface mesh of the apex.
(B) The surface is then segmented into cells and used to track local tissue deformation. P, youngest
primordium; M, meristem, Scale bars, 40 mm.
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Sequential hypo- to hyperosmotic treatments
were then used to track inflation and deflation
patterns on the surface of the same apices (Fig.
3, B and C, and fig. S2, B and C). At the apex
summit, the same cells that expanded by only
4 T 3% when treated with pure water shrank
by 9 T 3% upon plasmolysis (268 cells, three
apices). In the periphery, relative areal cell ex-
pansion was significantly higher (9 T 5%) than

the shrinkage (4 T 4%) (535 cells, three apices).
Comparison between deflation and inflation for
individual cells shows that cells from the central
region and immediate surroundings consistently
shrink more than they expand (Fig. 3, D and E;
fig. S2, D and E; and fig. S3).

To test whether the observed mechanical prop-
erties of the cell wall correlate with functional
zones of the shoot apex, we compared growth

with osmotically induced expansion and shrink-
age in apices at similar stages of development
(Fig. 3 and fig. S2). The regions of slow and fast
growth coincided with areas defined by elastic
properties (Fig. 3, A to D and fig. S2, A to D).
The results show that surface growth rates, which
vary in the functional zones of the meristem, cor-
respond to very different elastic behavior.

The pressure inside cells increases linearly
with the osmotic potential; thus, a uniform in-
crease or decrease in extracellular osmotic po-
tential will raise or lower the pressure in all cells
equally, barring osmoregulation. Changing the
osmolarity by 0.2 M is equivalent to modifying
the pressure by ~5 bars (0.5 MPa). If the elastic
behavior was linear, we would expect the cells
to expand and shrink roughly by the same amount.
In the slow-growing areas, cells shrank more than
they expanded (by a factor of about 2), which
showed a strongly nonlinear elastic behavior (see
supplementary material 4.3). This type of mech-
anical behavior, known as strain stiffening, is
ubiquitous in biomaterials (20–22).

We explored several hypotheses to explain
why fast-growing areas in the peripheral region
expand more. At the organ level, mechanical
stress is commonly thought to be borne mainly
by the tunica, the outermost layer or layers of
cells (23–27). This abstraction is supported by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) sections
that show the outer cell wall is about seven times
as thick as the inner walls (fig. S6). Under this
assumption, a uniform material property would
predict more stress in the flank because of lower

Fig. 2. Patterns of growth
in tomato shoot apex.
Three apices at consec-
utive stages of primor-
dium development. (A)
Gaussian curvature (red,
positive; blue, negative).
(B) Propidium iodide (PI)
signal (red) combined with
pDR5::VENUS expression
(green) in the epidermis.
(C) Heat maps of relative
surface area increase over
11 hours of growth (color
bar: percentage increase).
Arrows indicate the site
of next primordium initi-
ation. Scale bars, 40 mm.

Fig. 3. Comparison between domains of growth and inflation-deflation
upon osmotic treatment. (A) Heat maps of relative surface area increase over
11 hours of growth. (B to D) Sequential hypo- to hyperosmotic treatment
with NaCl. (B) Heat-map of surface area expansion after hypo-osmotic
treatment. (C) Heat-map of surface area decrease after hyperosmotic treat-
ment. Note that some cells in the fastest-growing area were irrecoverably
expanded, which resulted in negative shrinkage. (D) Heat map of strain-
stiffening calculated as percent inflation minus deflation. Cells with lower
values (blue) are more strain-stiffened. White dots indicate selected cells
corresponding to the slow-growing region at the apex tip. The apex is at a
stage similar to that shown in (A). (E) Scattergraph representing the relative
surface areal expansion versus shrinkage as a percentage for each cell of the
osmotically treated apex. Cells colored in red are indicated by white dots in
(D). Dashed line is the boundary where cells shrink as much as they expand.
(F and H) Gaussian curvature and (G and I) PI signal (red) combined with
pDR5::VENUS expression (green) in the epidermis of the apex used for the
growth assay (F and G) or for osmotic treatment (H and I). Gaussian cur-

vature (red, positive; blue, negative) was used to compare stages of devel-
opment between apices with the pDR5::VENUS signal marking the youngest
primordia. Color bar (A to D): Relative surface area increase or decrease as a
percentage. Scale bars, 40 mm.
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curvature in this area (fig. S8). This could cause
it to expand more relative to the center with in-
creasing pressure. However, decreasing the pres-
sure to zero should also make the peripheral
region shrink more, which we did not observe.
Thus, geometry alone cannot explain higher
expansion in fast-growing areas of the flank.

Next, we asked if differential turgor pressure
between regions could explain our results. The
deflation assay shows that if there is a turgor
difference, then the slow-growing tip region must
have higher pressure because it deflates more
(Fig. 3C, fig. S1B, and fig. S2C). However, in
the sequential hypo- to hyperosmotic treatment,
the periphery shrinks more (fig. S4), which in-
dicates that pressure is lower in the central part.
Therefore, turgor differences between the regions
also do not explain our results.

Although complex hypotheses involving mul-
tiple mechanisms might explain the differential
behaviors of the fast- and slow-growing regions,
we suggest that the data can be explained by sim-
ply assuming different strain-stiffening behaviors
in the two regions. The following analogy shows
how our model works. Suppose two common hair
elastic bands of the same length are tied together.
If they are stretched from the ends, the load acting
on both bands is equal (Fig. 4A). One band, which
we call heavier, is harder to expand than the other
for small deformations. At first, the lighter band
will stretch more; however, at some point, the lighter
elastic is strained beyond its linear range of de-
formation, and its stiffness increases greatly. If we
continue to stretch the bands further, the heavier
band stretches more easily than the thinner one.
During the shift, there exists a crossover point where
the stiffness of the two bands is actually equal.

We propose a similar scenario for the shoot
apex. The slow-growing apex summit behaves

as the light band does, whereas the fast-growing
area of the flank behaves like the heavier one.
Under normal turgor pressure, the apex is close
to the crossover point, where the central region
actually becomes harder to expand than the pe-
riphery. This intuition can be verified by using a
mechanical simulation of the shoot apex using the
finite-element method (FEM) (19). We represent
the apex as a hemispherical shell of constant thick-
ness and impose two regions of different elastic
behavior (Fig. 4B). The material in the center is
softer than that in the periphery for small defor-
mation; however, it becomes stiffer for higher
strains. The material in the periphery remains in its
linear range of deformation for the strain observed
(Fig. 4, D and E, and fig. S7). The osmotic exper-
iments were then simulated by increasing and
reducing the pressure inside the shell (Fig. 4C). The
model was able to explain experimental results by
using a simple assumption—a strain-stiffening ma-
terial that is “heavier” in the periphery (Fig. 4, D
and E). As in the experiments, the center shrank
more than the flankwhenwe reduced the pressure,
whereas it expanded less than the flank when we
increased the pressure (Fig. 4, F and G).

Our results show that there is a link between the
elastic behavior of the shoot apex and its growth
and organogenesis. We find that slow-growing
areas of the apex tip are substantially strain-stiffened
compared with fast-growing areas in the flank. Al-
though the peripheral region is dynamic, with growth
patterns and material properties that change on
the basis of the developmental stage of primordia,
the central region is consistently slow growing and
strain-stiffened. Differential growth between regions
may be a direct result of their elastic properties—
that is, cells must be able to deform elastically in
order to grow. Our data support this hypothesis;
they suggest that expansion in slow-growing areas,

including the central region, is limited by substan-
tial strain-stiffening.

Recent work using atomic force microscopy
microindentation techniques showed that cell walls
in plasmolysed meristems were stiffer in the central
part than at the flanks (18) or primordia (15). Al-
though these studies largely measure compressibility
of cell walls, modifying cell turgor pressure allows
us to directly assess cell wall stretch under different
levels of tension. We expect the response to tension
and compression to be different in a reinforced
soft material such as the cell wall, where in-plane
tension is highly relevant for growth.

We have measured surface deformation, and
the simplest interpretation of the results is based
on the assumption that the surface layers of
cells control growth in the shoot apex (23–27).
There are, however, other possible interpretations.
For example, mechanical variations in inner
tissues may influence the surface deformability.
Recently, the subepidermal tissue in the areas of
incipient primordia has been reported to be easier
to compress than the rest of the meristem (15).
Although we did not detect a distinct behavior on
these regions on the surface in our experiments,
differential surface deformation seen in osmotic
assays likely reflects the combined mechanical
behavior of the several outermost layers of cells.

Although traditional models relate growth
to stress (28), it appears that differential growth
in the shoot apex is not because of differential
stress, but rather changes in other parameters,
such as plasticity or the threshold of stress re-
quired for yielding. This has implications for
organogenesis and could reinforce the insensitiv-
ity of the central region to auxin (7, 11, 29) or to
exogenous application of the wall-modifying
enzyme PME (14). Differences in elastic proper-
ties may in turn be reinforced by the cell wall

Fig. 4. Mechanical model of the shoot
apex. (A) A pair of hair elastic bands,
one heavier (left) and one lighter (right), used
to demonstrate differential nonlinear elastic behaviors. (B) The shoot apex
abstracted as a hemispherical shell. Central material (green) is lighter than the
flankmaterial (red). (C) Pressure against areal expansion for the twomaterials.
Both materials have the same stiffness (slope) at the crossover point, close to
5 bar (0.5 MPa). (D and E) FEM simulation of the apex compared with osmotic treatments (F andG). Upon inflation (D), the central area expands less than the
flank as in hypo-osmotic treatment (F). Upon deflation (E), the central area shrinks more as in hyperosmotic treatment (G). Color bars: Area increase or decrease as a
percentage. Scale bars, 40 mm.
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loosening needed for growth. Increased wall re-
modeling is expected to change elastic proper-
ties, which explains why fast-growing areas in the
peripheral region can stay in their linear range
of elasticity for larger deformations (20–22);
while at the same time, they are stiffer than slow-
growing regions for small strains. Our data
suggest that the functional distinction between
slow- and fast-growing regions in the shoot apex
is not only genetically defined (30, 31) but is en-
hanced by mechanical feedbacks. Such a mech-
anism would stabilize and protect the critically
important stem cell niche from the numerous
sources of noise inherent in the chemistry of
biological systems.
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Global Network Reorganization
During Dynamic Adaptations
of Bacillus subtilis Metabolism
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Adaptation of cells to environmental changes requires dynamic interactions between metabolic
and regulatory networks, but studies typically address only one or a few layers of regulation.
For nutritional shifts between two preferred carbon sources of Bacillus subtilis, we combined
statistical and model-based data analyses of dynamic transcript, protein, and metabolite
abundances and promoter activities. Adaptation to malate was rapid and primarily controlled
posttranscriptionally compared with the slow, mainly transcriptionally controlled adaptation to
glucose that entailed nearly half of the known transcription regulation network. Interactions
across multiple levels of regulation were involved in adaptive changes that could also be achieved
by controlling single genes. Our analysis suggests that global trade-offs and evolutionary
constraints provide incentives to favor complex control programs.

Amajor challenge in biology is to under-
stand the organization and interactions
of the various functional and regulatory

networks in cells. The underlying complexity
arises from the intertwined nonlinear and dy-
namic interactions among a large number of
cellular components. To better understand these
interacting molecular networks, the acquisition
of appropriate, preferably time-resolved quanti-
tative data is a prerequisite (1–3). Because the

acquisition of such data is technically demand-
ing, few studies have reported transcript, protein,
and metabolite abundances, and most studies
have been restricted to steady-state conditions
(4–8). Consequently, only subsets of components
have been monitored dynamically for very short-
(9, 10) or long-term responses (11, 12) to envi-
ronmental perturbations. These studies typically
revealed coordinated abundance changes (11, 12),
major transcriptional reconfigurations in response

to environmental change (9, 11), and an unantic-
ipated complexity of unicellular organisms (7).
Data interpretation, however, has generally been
restricted to multivariate statistical analysis meth-
ods that indicate general but not mechanistic
relationships between different molecular entities.
Focusing on single data types with sophisticated
computational analysis has been informative (3)
but increases the risk of missing the functionally
relevant multilevel control mechanisms (2), lim-
iting the description of the underlying molecular
mechanisms and, hence, the depth of biological
insight.
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